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Shades of turquoise and 
bright bluish green are all 

the rage for 2012.

Colorif
ROOMS

Katy homeowners dazzle with 
sensational shades for 2012

If you’re the kind of person who has trouble deciding between ecru and 

ivory for your walls, 2012 might be a great year for you to break out of your 

eggshell white and step into the glorious world of color. Experts say bursts 

of color for walls, sofas, furnishings, and accessories will be the trend for 

2012. From sparkling turquoise shades to sophisticated ruby reds, there’s 

a rich, bold color palette on the horizon for every Katy homeowner’s taste.  
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eXotiC orAnges AnD CorALs
Spicy energy 

Talk about spicing up a drab room, oranges and 
corals are on the horizon for 2012 and add an 
immediate jolt of energy to any space. Orange 
exudes warmth and joy and is best used on one 
wall or for spurts of color. Associated with joy, 
energy, ecstasy, and wellness, variations of this 
bold color include apricot, salmon, and rust. 

A simple mango-colored 
canvas sets the tone for 
this warm resting place.

A blast of orange, used 
sparingly, instantly revs 
up any drab room.

Painting one wall orange adds a 
bold backdrop of color behind 
this natural wood headboard.

A rust-colored wall flanked by 
a rustic wood headboard adds 
instant warmth to this room.
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ruby AnD DArK reD
Love is in the air

Still the ultimate in 
sophistication and elegance, a 
rubier red is projected as 2012’s 
best pick for crimson-crazed 
homeowners. The most ideal 
color for romance, red is said 
to increase feelings of intimacy, 
passion, and sexuality.

Shades of red are almost always 
complementary with dark wood, 
cherry wood, or black.

Meeting The Builders Challenge!

$130s to $420s

AshtonWoods.com

$130s to $420s

AshtonWoods.com

*Prices and descriptions are subject to change without notice. All rights reservedAshtonWoods Homes ©2011

With an average HERs® rating of 64, an energy-efficient
Ashton Woods home can save up to 45% a year on utilities.

With an average HERs® rating of 64, an energy-efficient
Ashton Woods home can save up to 45% a year on utilities.

Meeting The Builders Challenge!

1. ALIANA in Richmond
From $220s 281-207-9040

2. CROSS CREEK RANCH
in Fulshear
From $210s 281-344-0252

3. FIELDSTONE in Richmond
From $190s 281-232-3900

4. FIRETHORNE in Katy
From $170s 281-693-3305

5. MISSION SIERRA in Richmond
From $140s 281-565-0820

6. WILLOW CREEK FARMS
in Katy/Brookshire From $130s
281-347-6100

7. WOODCREEK
RESERVE
in Katy From $270s
281-574-6400
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Crimson bedding flanked by 
unusual, matching hanging 
lamps give this boudoir a 
sophisticated flavor.

Nothing says romance more 
than a sheer red canopy in 

bright ruby red.
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goLDen yeLLoW tones
For the happy and rich

The ultimate mood-lifter, yellow catches the 
eye like no other and emits a happy, tranquil 
feeling. Not too yellow and not too gold, 
the trend for 2012 is toward a mixed color 
of golden yellow tones. With the uplifting 
qualities of yellow infused with gold’s 
prosperous, rich qualities, it’s bound to be 
an amazing year for yellow-gold loving Katy 
homeowners.    

Yellow-gold walls envelope 
this room’s creamy furnishings 

and drapes perfectly.
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Ornate walls are a dramatic 
accent to simplistic furnishings 

and accessories.
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